
In 2003, Nielsen rolled out the local people meter, which allowed many 
markets to capture the demographic information advertisers crave today. It forever 
altered the biorhythms of newsrooms, station and group executives say. 

 

“If anything has changed, there is now no time to rest because of LPMs and compe-
tition from other sources and platforms.”

On a network level, sweeps
periods have become more packed 
with top-tier programming. The
Super Bowl, which for decades was 
played in January, moved into Febru-
ary sweeps in 2004. The Academy 
Awards shifted that same year to 
February (in most years), up from its cus-
tomary March/April perch. Piggybacking 
is key. During the Winter Olympics 
this month, for example, 

NBCUniversal’s KNTV San Jose has planned no fewer 
than 15 sweeps segments across a range of topics.

LAurA CLArK, a longtime news director who 
now consults for both Magid and KXAN Austin, 
says competitive pressure has put a premium on quality 
enterprise and investigation. Gone, she says, are the days of 
the “scary-voice promo,” warning about how an unforeseen 
household catastrophe “can happen to you!” Clark reasons, 
“How many things can actually kill you?” Clark cites KXAS, which has 

scored with pieces probing flaws in Austin’s 911 
service and its current series School Without Students, about 
facilities built but never opened during the financial crisis.

 Measurement remains a hot-button issue, espe-
cially given the imminent rollout of “hybrid” ratings that 
incorporate online viewing. Until new measurement takes 
hold in all markets, some seasonality may remain, even as 
stations face raised “sweeps” stakes every day.

 The concept of sweeps dates back to 1954. 
Nielsen that year started mailing small TV
ratings booklets to households across the U.S. 
They asked viewers to document what they 
watched for a week. In order to organize incom-
ing data from thousands of hand-written diaries, 
they initiated quarterly collections 
that would start on the East 
Coast and “sweep” west.

 Once local news operations hit their stride in the 1960s 
and ’70s, sweeps programming blossomed. Often, they were spread 

into multipart series running Monday 
through Friday at 6 p.m. Eventually, 
Friday ratings waned, so a few stations 
would try using their main anchor team 
Sunday through Thursday to roll out 
sweeps. Other variations followed: the 
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday series, or 

vertical approaches 
with segments airing 
in the 5, 5:30 and 6 p.m. 
blocks. Coverage appeared 
often in B&C (then called 
Broadcasting, above).

 Especially in the pre-
DVR days, the name of the 
game was driving tune-in. 
While strong ratings 

sometimes resulted from hard-hitting takes on consumer or public safety issues 
(e.g., “Get Out Alive,” about surviving a house fire), the need for viewers also led to 
sensationalism. Sweeps series looked at massage parlors or gender 
reassignment surgery or extreme weight-loss schemes. They often 
had catchy titles such as “High-Heel Hell,” in which a 
male anchor literally walked a mile in a woman’s shoes. More sala-
cious topics lent themselves to 11 p.m., such as WCBS New York’s 
“Shame on You” exposé of Victoria Secret’s underwear return 
policy in November 2003, or WFSB Hartford’s “risky riding” 
report on bicyclists and erectile dysfunction for their May 1999 sweeps.
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For 60 years, sweeps periods in February, May, July and November have 
been pivotal for stations, networks and syndicators. With event programming 
filling the February pipeline, local news teams are gearing up for go time again.
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“Stations we work with are trying to deliver 
‘sweeps-quality’ content every day.” 

—Bill Hague, senior VP, Frank N. Magid Associates
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A KNTV San Jose promotional spot for sweeps touts the station’s investigative team.

KXAN’s School 
Without Students

WPRI Providence 
targeted a strip club 
(above) last year 
during sweeps, while 
WJLA Washington 
detailed breast 
exams in 2009.

Susan Sarandon on a sweeps 
episode of Dr. Phil in 2012.
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